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ABSTRACT 
First ghobad the child of firuz became king dom as the twetie the sassanian's kingdo he in 
herit the internal problems of the his preceding king doms. appearance of mazdak 
happened in his time. ghobad tried to overeome on the unmber of problems suchas class 
distinctions in the society, prevention of the penetration of the Zoroastrian the clergy and 
nobles and aristocrats in the govern ment activityies, poverty and retardation of the people 
with his trend to mazdak at that time. in spite of ghobad could overcome on the unmber of 
the problems at the first stuge of his king dom but he was discharged from king doming 
because of the penetration of the clergy, nobles, aristocrats and the high class of the society 
ite gave his place to his brother jamasb. ghobad became kingdome after a time because of 
the lack success of jamasb for solving the internal problems. he desisted to supporting 
mazdakian gradually with the changes that he had in his in ternal policy in the second 
period of his king dom. this lack of supporting lead to eradicate mazdakin in the next years. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Sassanian dynasty as the heir of acchaem enian and purthians  dahasty was one of the two power of the 

ancient world between third to seventh century a. d. the outstanding particulars of this dynasty are establishment 

of the powerful central govern ment by suppor ting emperor and suppor ting Zoroastrian religion to formalized 

it. the kings of this dynasty confronted with the invasion of the their groups followers and neighbours. some of 

these groups were romans, koshans, hayatle, Turkish, arabs. Sassanians grern ment confron ted to many internal 

problems, in addition to external problems, that some of them are, internal dispute between the high class of the 

society suchas the king, the Zoroastrian clergy, nobles, arlstocrats, the entrance of the refor mers like manes, 

mazdak, class distinctions and economical problems,.... 

 The founder of the social reform at the first ghobad in iran is a person with the name of mazdak. 

unfortunately we don’t have any thiny from the mazdakian traces and most of the information about this subject 

are dejected from divine books that were written by opponents of mazdak, it means eternals, so they are not 

completely true. the wirters of the divine book tried to show an ngly and devilish face of mazdak. the main also, 

these divine books are sources of recent historians. so because of this judeing about mazdak is 15 different 

method (shams, 2010, 36)  

 The birth place and the date of the mazdak birth is not accuracy said historian about this case arenot 

unanimous with each others. the most of the mazdak historians are Iranians. because of the the word of mazdak 

is trken from "mazda" that its meaning in the avesta is the overlord god and the word ahora mazda is from its 

combination. so founding its stem and root is the sigh that mazdak  created in a religious family by believeing to 

iranian's religion doctrine, so mazdak was fosteraged and accomplished in a religion at mosphere. 

 Woman participation in the mazdak rule  

 The case of woman participation in the mazdak rule is one of the a ccusation that mazdak and its rule was 

faced in the aversion and nuost of the aversion and disgust against mazdak is because of this description of the 

women situartion and the way of her marriage in this period can be the reason for being revealed of the mazdak 

goal. 

 As we saw, the sources that are lelated to mazdak show that woman participation and impanible of the 

matrimony relation with every women without any attention to social rule were important for mazdak. social 

discipline befor mazdak was based on class discipline in this discipline the richest and the most powerful class 

was ali stocratic. in spite of their rich they took the in come of people's life. every one of them had nurnerous 

women. most of them had more than one hunded women. some of the researchers for replying to accusation 

partiality from this view by mazdakian declarated that : the mazdak opinion was that every mann has right to 
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one woman. lte clamied that men  could take possession women in a place that there are many women at there. 

so a movement was created against serayolio or harem, that most of them after ((tural district)) battle became 

with out guardian not only mazdak was asking for disorg anization of seraglios, but also he wanted to give 

women the freer situations)). (kelima, 1986, 330, 331). 

 ((p. krown)) belived that in fact the mazdak work was streng thening sturih structure, it means the man that 

he had not boy and his mife could marry with another man to give birth a boy, mazdak generali zad this custom. 

it means that mazdakians geralized sturih custom bet ween different classes, probably the supporter of ghobad 

do this. (daryaie, 1993, 84). 

 Also ehsan yar shatter rejected this accusation to mazdakian and he said that : ((by a little in teligence we 

could understand that doing this kind of rule was imposible in the act and practice. the things that is proper is 

that mazdak propaganda some activity to help in diyent and poor people by deprived high classes from therir 

unjust merits. (ya shar, 1987, 13). 

 Keristensen belived that perhaps the ghobad and mazdak in tention by creation rules was generalizing a 

kind of freer marriage as greek and bizunesi historian like propokopios and bizunesi historian like propokopios 

and yoshe said the some things. (keristensen, 1984, 113).This kind of action was completely simple, it was the 

expansion of some rules in the sassanian's religious jurisprudence about marriages and elimination some 

obliyation and limitations. so according to its rule in that period man could give his wife or one of his wifes or 

the his best wife to another man without any reason for giving that woman service to that man. (kerstensen, 

1987, 461) also zardinkob by rejecting these a cusation said that : ((the things that are related to  the issues of the 

woman participation is that infact by attention to ascetic is m and innaence that there are in the teaching 

mazdak's behavior and his act, it is impossible that these kind of voluptuoushess thoughts are from mazdak and 

his followers. the thing that is possible is that during these teaching just based on some rules sussanian's rules 

give permission to men to give his wifo to another men based on some special rules and laws. also it is possible 

that  these subject to canceling some limitation that were related to marriage and imprison ing numerous women 

in the reaglio or harem. these rules was useful for women because befor these rules they be imptisoned in 

seraglio and they were deprived from the enjoyment of life. (zarin kop. 1976. 481). some other source by 

rejecting this accusation said that he allowed to the marriage of the women with the men they were not in their 

class. probably he did not allow to hading more than one wife. he wanted to people to abolish making harem 

custom and abandon the custom of poly gamy ( yarsharter, 1987, 458).  about woman participation we could say 

that correct religion (mazdakian) leyaitimated the women impunible by and because of their purrty passions and 

essence and forbeance of impudently seeking fruition. so it was against their rule to appointed women for 

violation and unrestrained. (shaki, 1982, 44) also parto alavi according to sassanian's period class distinctions ab 

by rejecting the view of woman participation in the mazdak rule get result that : ((according to the speech and 

social situations of the iran society at he sassanian's periods blood's purrty was the main wager for marriage. so 

the marriage of the middle low class of the socie ty was forbidden  with high class. but mazdak give permission 

to marriage of different classes with each other because of obsorveing the rules of equality and justice. this view 

was created from the mazdak's opponents  and they said that mazdak recognized and appointed women for all 

the men)) (alavi, 1964, 32, 33).  

 For any reason, from the studing of any thing that was said. we can deduce that all of the thing which some 

of the criticizer historians said about women partieipation during the mazdak reforminy was based on the 

sources and the narratives that there were in the divine book so all of there speech were said by the mazdak's 

opponents. so we cannot accept and believe all of they things which they said. in fact their view point about this 

they mudslinger to the harhinger of justice and to the iran's humanity reformer at the sassanian's period 

mazdakian's rule is a completely revolution ary rule that during the time it found its final from based on  the 

despotic govern ments at the sassanian ' s period the most important view that they related to mazdak is the view 

of woman and wealth participation. it we leok at the history we could see that how long spectrum it has for 

reuching mazdak. someof the sources related the view of women participation to goomat mogh  at the 

achaemenian period. by studing the sources we can understand that the most of the low class of the society and 

their slogans were about freedom and equality.  
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